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Abstract
Many students do not engage with reading the scientific literature, which is a core skill in undergraduate students. The learning environment has an important impact upon learning. It was postulated that taking reading out of the formal learning environment might impact upon students' willingness to engage with the literature, and confidence in doing so. A staff-student research partnership initiative funded by Kingston University allowed this hypothesis to be tested. Three Tea Club sessions, informal drop-in reading sessions were offered in a student-owned space within the Students’ Union. Refreshments were supplied, aiming for a 'coffee house' feel. Although the numbers of students who engaged with the Tea Club were small, evaluations were positive. In particular students valued the opportunity for peer learning. However the chosen environment was too noisy. Future sessions will be offered within a different, less noisy environment with facilities for refreshments, and will be offered throughout the academic year to facilitate student engagement.

Background
Within the nutrition team at Kingston University (KU), we observed that many undergraduate students were not reading or engaging with the scientific literature. Study skills sessions are typically included in first year undergraduate modules, including plagiarism, citing references and academic writing skills. While all of these are important, reading and understanding the scientific literature is fundamental to developing critical analytical skills. This fear of academic reading amongst many students, and lack of awareness of how to read science papers needed to be addressed. The environment in which students learn is recognised as an important factor affecting learning (Cotterill, n.d.; Weinstein, 1979; Beard, 2009). Much undergraduate learning occurs within formalised classroom environments. However the pace of change, including technological development and use of technology by students, means that we can no longer assume that the majority of learning occurs in the classroom (Brown, 2005; Oblinger, 2006). It has been recognised that learning may be enhanced within less formal settings (Anon, 2016); for example working outside the school or classroom and flexible use of time and space have been identified as important in supporting the development of creative skills in children and young people (Davies et al, 2013).

The Nutrition Tea Club project aimed to enhance learning by offering students across all three levels of the BSc Nutrition and BSc Exercise, Nutrition & Health degrees a relaxed environment at specific times in which to read, discuss and evaluate peer-reviewed scientific papers outside of the formal curriculum and the classroom. In the same way as reading for pleasure is typically undertaken in relaxed environments, it was hypothesised that taking the papers out of a formal academic setting would enhance
students’ willingness and ability to engage with reading scientific papers.

Students from all three years of the undergraduate programme were invited to attend on an informal drop-in basis. In addition to reading papers, the Tea Club also offered students across all three levels the opportunity to meet and mix with each other, promoting peer learning and building relationships within and between all three levels of both degrees.

The aim of this work therefore was to enhance student confidence and ability to engage with scientific literature, through peer support in relaxed voluntary extracurricular reading workshops.

**Methods**

**Organisation:** Funding to implement this scheme was successfully applied for from the Kingston University SADRAS scheme (Student Academic Development Research Associates Scheme), a staff-student initiative. The Tea Club idea was advertised to second year students studying on the BSc Nutrition or BSc Exercise, Nutrition & Health undergraduate degree pathways. Three students applied to take part in the project as student partners (EC, AI & RH), helping to organise and run the Tea Club. A number of planning meetings were held to agree a suitable venue, times and the structure of the Tea Club (for example whether scientific papers should be supplied or students bring their own to sessions). No ethics approval was sought since the sessions were considered informal teaching sessions.

**Venue:** The Tea Club aimed to take scientific papers outside of the learning environment into a relaxed and informal space, ideally one ‘owned’ by the students. Student partners suggested the new KU Students’ Union at the Penrhyn road campus as a suitable venue for the club, and booked sessions with the KU Students Union.

**Sessions:** Sessions were structured as entirely informal, drop-in sessions, each lasting two hours. A member of academic staff (HM) was present at all sessions to monitor and oversee them, and to answer any questions that arose. It was agreed that scientific articles would be available at each session, but attendees could also bring their own. A range of scientific papers suitable for all three years of the degree programme was identified and agreed with student partners and copies were brought to each session. Each session was organised and facilitated by student partners within the Students’ Union and a range of refreshments were provided, to encourage an informal ‘coffee shop’ feel to the sessions.

**Attendees:** Electronic invitations were sent to all undergraduate students on both degree pathways. Invitations were general for the first year students, but for the second and third year’s invitations were linked with specific mandatory assignments (e.g. linked to required reading for a data analysis examination question for second year students, and to the papers for a ‘seen’ examination question for third years). The sessions were identified to all as an opportunity for peer learning but also for networking within and between levels of the degrees. Reminders were issued verbally in classes and advertised by poster in addition to the electronic invitations. Although primarily intended for Nutrition students, in practice any student could drop in and participate.

**Evaluation:** A baseline survey of current behaviours and attitudes toward reading scientific papers, including reading confidence was emailed to all Nutrition students on both degree pathways. This short tool used three questions; frequency of reading scientific papers, confidence in reading scientific papers and asking students to rate each of six statements (shown in Table 1) using a 5 point Likert rating scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree).

In addition, each Tea Club was evaluated by attendees. Student partners collected baseline quantitative information on current practice and confidence in relation to reading scientific papers, using Likert ratings of self-efficacy & attitudes after each session from 0 (not at all) to 10 (really enjoyed/used). Qualitative data related to the format and
experience of participating in the Tea Club was also gathered.

Results

Baseline data
Baseline data relating to frequency and confidence in reading scientific papers was obtained from 13 students across all three year groups (approximately a 10% response rate). Of these 4 (31%) read papers only to find out something specific, 6 (46%) read papers weekly, 1 (8%) rarely and 2 (15%) as needed for assignments.

Confidence ratings were relatively high; with 6 (46%) rating their confidence as 8 (out of a maximum of 10) and 3 (23%) as 7. On average the confidence rating was 6.6 with a range of 3-8. Responses to the 6 statements are shown in Table 1, expressed as numbers (%).

There was strong recognition that reading more papers would help with studies. Respondents felt reasonably confident reading papers and knowing how to approach them; however 31% still felt they would like help in reading and understanding papers while 38.5% neither agreed nor disagreed with this statement.

Tea Club sessions
Three sessions were held, each lasting approximately 90-120 minutes. Although numbers attending were low (from 4-8 attendees), sessions evaluated well in terms of enjoyment & utility (see Table 2). The rating scale used ranged from 0 (not at all) to 10 (really enjoyed/found useful). Mean ratings for confidence in reading scientific papers were lower than either enjoyment or usefulness, using the same rating scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>1 (strongly agree)</th>
<th>2 (agree somewhat)</th>
<th>3 (neither agree nor disagree)</th>
<th>4 (disagree somewhat)</th>
<th>5 (entirely disagree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy reading scientific papers</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>5 (38.5%)</td>
<td>5 (38.5%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not feel able to read scientific papers</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>3 (23%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>3 (23%)</td>
<td>6 (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t know where to start when I read scientific papers</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>4 (31%)</td>
<td>9 (69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel guilty that I don’t read enough scientific papers</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>4 (31%)</td>
<td>3 (23%)</td>
<td>3 (23%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think reading more papers would help my studies</td>
<td>9 (69%)</td>
<td>4 (31%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like help reading &amp; understanding papers</td>
<td>4 (31%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>5 (38.5%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Baseline responses to statements about attitudes to reading scientific papers (n=13 responses)
In terms of enhancing learning, all students indicated that the session(s) had enhanced their learning and all stated that they would be interested in attending future sessions.

However, in terms of specific components of the sessions that impacted upon learning, there were mixed responses. The majority of attendees in the first two sessions indicated that discussion (usually but not solely peer discussion) had strongly enhanced their understanding of the papers whereas in the final session this was not the case (see Table 3).

The environment also had a mixed impact; although the majority at each session found the environment helpful, a sizable majority ranging from 12.5 to 50% of attendees found it unhelpful.

Qualitative data was also collected: attendees were invited to comment upon the sessions, what they found helpful and what they might change. These comments shed some light, in particular with relation to the effect of the environment. Attendees liked the relaxed environment (see Table 4), but an equal number of comments related to noise (see Table 5). Students found the discussions, whether peer discussions or involving the staff member, to be really useful (see Table 4); this was the most frequent comment made relating to what was useful about the sessions.

### Table 2 Ratings of each session for confidence, enjoyment & usefulness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Number of attendees</th>
<th>How confident do you feel reading scientific papers? Expressed as mean (range)</th>
<th>How much did you enjoy this session? Expressed as mean (range)</th>
<th>How useful was this session for you? Expressed as mean (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.5 (3-8)</td>
<td>8.75 (8-10)</td>
<td>8.75 (8-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.7 (2-9)</td>
<td>8.6 (6-10)</td>
<td>7.9 (5-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.5 (6-7)</td>
<td>6.75 (6-7)</td>
<td>7 (6-8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3 Impact of the environment & discussion upon understanding of & ease reading scientific papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Did the discussion help you understand the paper? N (%)</th>
<th>Did the environment make it easier to read the paper? N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (a little) 2 3 (a lot) Yes No</td>
<td>1 (a little) 2 3 (a lot) Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (12.5) 3 (37.5) 4 (50) Yes 7 (87.5) No</td>
<td>1 (12.5) 3 (37.5) 4 (50) Yes 7 (87.5) No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 (29) 0 5 (71) Yes 6 (86) No</td>
<td>2 (29) 0 5 (71) Yes 6 (86) No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (75) 0 1 (25) Yes 2 (50) No</td>
<td>3 (75) 0 1 (25) Yes 2 (50) No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4 Qualitative data on what attendees found most useful about the sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group (including staff)/peer discussions</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxed environment</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific time to read papers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different journals available</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Found different ways of finding relevant papers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer on hand</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Possible changes | Frequency
--- | ---
Less noisy environment | 4
Care with distracting conversations | 1

Table 5 Qualitative data on what attendees would change about future sessions

Discussion
A number of interesting observations were made relating to this pilot project. Overall the Tea Club was useful and enjoyable for participants, but in common with many co-curricular opportunities, numbers of attendees were low. Even though invitations to the second and final year students related the sessions directly to preparation for mandatory examination questions, this did not result in higher attendance. It is a truism that those who would benefit most from opportunities are often those who do not avail themselves of them, and that was certainly the case with the Tea Club. How to overcome student apathy is an ongoing problem; it may be that students do not read their emails, or were not present when the sessions were discussed in class. In that case the apathy was not solely related to co-curricular learning activities but also extended to the curriculum itself. Reading scientific papers may not be recognised as an essential skill by some students, and the timing of sessions may also have been a factor. Due to the timing of the SADRAS scheme, all the Tea Club sessions took place in the middle of the second semester when many students may have been concentrating on completing coursework or examination preparation. Whilst it could be argued that Tea Club represented an excellent opportunity for examination preparation, it was clearly not prioritised as such by students. Future Tea Club sessions will be held throughout the year including in the first semester when students may be more receptive to them.

For those who did attend, the experience was positive overall. The venue chosen had both advantages and disadvantages; it was clearly an informal student space, but conversely it was sometimes chaotic and noisy. At times the room booked was not available due to errors in the booking process, but at all times the sessions competed with other activities within the Students Union. While informal learning environments may support learning (Gerber et al, 2001), there is a balance to be struck between informality on the one hand and noise on the other. After discussions with student partners, future Tea Club sessions will be held in the Nutrition Kitchen, a small bespoke fully equipped kitchen used for Personal Tutor sessions and food science practical classes. Although this is not as informal as initially envisaged, it has refreshment facilities available and is quiet, so it may strike the appropriate balance.

The importance of peer learning was clearly identified by participants. This agrees with other research (Bearison et al, 1986; Brown et al, 1989; Webb et al, 1996). The common language shared by peers may allow them to explain concepts more easily to each other using language they all understand (Noddings, 1985), but their shared experience of life as students may also be a factor lending them mutual credibility. The presence of a staff member was also highly valued; again this agrees with other work which suggests that a major role of the teacher is to guide and facilitate learning (Lanier, 1997; McKimm & Jollie, 2007). The relaxed and informal environment of the Tea Club allowed students the opportunity to decide their own priorities and to begin their own discussions; the staff member became involved in the conversations only if invited to do so, or to correct misinformation. Research with children has shown that those working within groups run by a leader who allowed them autonomy over their agenda were more productive than those with either authoritarian or no leadership (Marrow, 1965). In addition they
demonstrated greater originality in their work and more independence. These are all qualities that we may aspire to facilitate in our students, but whether or not the Tea Club has a similar effect is not clear based on this limited pilot data.

Baseline evaluation showed a surprisingly confident attitude towards reading scientific papers among respondents. However only 10% of eligible students responded to the request for data so it is likely that those who responded were already reading papers and confident in their ability to do so. Again this is not an issue unique to the Tea Club; the most engaged students are also those that respond to requests for information. In future, baseline evaluation will be carried out within modules as a short in-class activity so that all those attending class will provide feedback.

In future, the intention is to continue the Tea Club, in the Nutrition Kitchen using in-class baseline evaluation to get a more accurate picture of attitudes towards, and practice in, reading scientific papers. Sessions will be offered at regular intervals, with limited refreshments (drinks only). The Personal Tutor Scheme and the KU Nutrition Society will be used as additional ways to advertise sessions. In addition, the possibility of sending specific invitations to students who would benefit most, or embedding the sessions within an existing module so that attendance is not an option, will be explored.

Conclusion
The Tea Club sessions were a useful adjunct to taught components of the course. Students who attended valued the opportunity to work specifically on papers, in an informal environment and to discuss aspects of these with each other and clarify questions with a staff member. They particularly valued opportunities for peer discussion. However uptake of the sessions was low, which in part reflects generally low uptake of co-curricular opportunities among students. It is paradoxically likely that many who did not attend would have benefitted most from the Tea Club. While an informal environment is an important part of this approach, a balance needs to be struck between a relaxed environment and one which is too noisy; the Students’ Union is not the most suitable venue for future Tea Clubs.
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